SorbaView Ultimate IJ Dressing System was designed to address the unique challenges of protecting internal jugular access sites.
DRESSING FEATURES

- 2-part design wraps around catheters and tubing to seal the site more effectively
- System of multiple perforations and removable sections allows you to customize the dressing’s shape to meet your patient’s specific catheter set up
- Centurion Ultimate Film™ takes advantage of new manufacturing technologies to dramatically improve performance
- Ultimate Film and absorbent pad work together to prevent moisture build up
- Compatible with virtually any catheter type and setup
- Multi-layer construction is protective, breathable and comfortable to skin
- Forms occlusive barrier to liquids and bacteria
- Easy to apply – full size liner tabs extend to edge of dressing to simplify use with gloves
- Easy to remove – perforations facilitate removal
- Designed to conform to various neck shapes and sizes
- Large tape patch helps reinforce dressing’s adherence
- Stays intact in even the most demanding situations
- Non-cytotoxic adhesive is non-irritating and non-sensitizing
- Available in individual sterile packages, or in custom procedure trays

REVOLUTIONARY TUBING ANCHOR

- Optional Tubing Anchor offers additional protection by preventing tugging forces from pulling on the dressing or reaching the insertion site
- Alleviates stress on the site so dressing stays in place
- Keeps tubing from twisting and getting tangled
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